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Abstrat

We estimate the welfare e�ets of government support to private R&D

using R&D projet level data from Belgium, Finland, and Germany. In

a ounterfatual analysis we evaluate the existing poliies against alterna-

tive poliies, inluding �rst best, and an EU-wide poliy where within-EU

spillovers are internalized. There is onsiderable heterogeneity in R&D in-

vestments, R&D partiipation rates, spillovers, and pro�ts aross �rms. So-

ially optimal R&D partiipation rates are only marginally higher than those

observed in the data, suggesting that most of the bene�ts from ativist poli-

ies ome from inreasing R&D in �rms already doing R&D rather than from

entiing new �rms to start R&D. We �nd that ativist poliies inrease R&D

substantially, but have essentially no e�et on national welfare. We also �nd

that the gap between laissez-faire and �rst- and seond-best poliies is nar-

row at 3-4 per ent. EU-wide innovation poliy is learly more e�etive than

the national ones.
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1 Introdution

The e�orts by governments to indue more private setor R&D through sub-

sidies, soft loans and various tax inentive shemes have spread rapidly inter-

nationally, so muh so that essentially all developed ountries have at least

some type of support, and an inreasing number of developing ountries is

following suit (OECD 2011). The resoures devoted to suh support are sub-

stantial, exeeding 50 billion USD annually for the OECD ountries.

1

With

some notable exeptions suh as EU's Horizon 2020 and Eurostars,

2

innova-

tion poliy is still largely onduted within national borders even though it

is well established and understood that both knowledge spillovers and other

bene�ts (suh as onsumer surplus from new goods) spread internationally.

We make three ontributions to further our understanding of the e�ieny

of the existing alternative poliies and the bene�ts of alternative ones: First,

using omparable data from 3 European ountries (Belgium, Finland, Ger-

many), we estimate the parameters of a strutural model of R&D investment

and governmental R&D support deisions. Seond, we perform a ounterfa-

tual analysis of the bene�ts of the existing and alternative national poliies

and third, we ondut a ounterfatual experiment where the EU entrally

organizes the distribution of R&D subsidies, thereby internalizing spillovers

from one Member State to another.

The two widely ited motivations for supporting private setor R&D are

1

We arrive at this �gure by multiplying Business Enterprise R&D (BERD) measures in

2010 PPP US$ by the perentage of BERD �naned by government, obtained from OECD

Main Siene and Teh-nology Indiators www-site (aessed Sept 16th 2015).

2

Horizon 2020 is the EU's "�agship" R&D sheme whih funds both private setor and

aademi researh. Eurostars is an EU-level R&D support sheme for SMEs.
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appropriability problems that lead to spillovers, and �nanial market im-

perfetions (seminal referenes are Arrow 1962 and Nelson 1959). Our dis-

ussions with ivil servants running subsidy shemes has also revealed that

they see �xed osts of R&D as a large potential impediment to �rms starting

to invest in R&D. We use the model developed by Takalo, Tanayama and

Toivanen (2013a,b, 2015, TTT heneforth) that enompasses these e�ets

and extend it to allow for the simultaneous existene of R&D subsidies and

R&D tax redits. In the model, �rms, whih all have R&D ideas of varying

quality but lak of funds to implement them, make three deisions: whether

or not to apply for a subsidy; whether or not to invest in R&D, and on-

ditional on investing, how muh to invest. If a �rm deides to apply for a

subsidy, the government ageny needs to deide what fration of the R&D

ost to over. Finally, before being able to invest, the �rm must raise the re-

quired funding from private setor �naniers that fae a double moral hazard

problem as in Holmstrom and Tirole (1997).

The approah uses revealed preferene: The �rm's deision of how muh

to invest in R&D is informative of the marginal private bene�ts of R&D; the

deision whether or not to invest at all reveals �xed osts of R&D; and the

deision whether or not to apply for a subsidy allows us to identify the osts

of applying for government support. The government's subsidy deision is

also informative: it tells us how the domesti government bene�ts vary as a

funtion of �rm (projet) harateristis. Combining information of private

bene�ts (�rm pro�ts) with those of publi bene�ts (spillovers of all kind,

inluding knowledge spillovers, but also e.g. onsumer surplus) and osts

of support allows us to make welfare statements. A entral feature of the
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approah is that it takes the urrent government objetives, as revealed by

government deisions, as given, and evaluates other poliies against that

benhmark. In other words, we ask how well other poliies do, using the

existing poliy, as revealed through government deisions, as a benhmark.

For simpliity, we all this metri welfare.

Our work ontributes to the literature of strutural eonometri mod-

elling of �rms' R&D investment deisions (see, e.g., Bloom, Gri�th, and van

Reenen 2002, Jaumandreu, Gonzáles, and Pazó 2005, Doraszelski and Jau-

mandreu 2013, Aw, Roberts, and Xu 2011, and Peters et al. 2015 for related

ontributions). The approah we take deviates from that taken in the large

literature seeking to evaluate R&D support shemes (see, e.g., the surveys

by Gariá-Quevedo et al. 2004, Cerulli 2010, Zúñia-Viente et al. 2012, and

Beker 2014) that fous on estimating the ausal impat of publi support on

private R&D investments. The bene�ts and osts of our approah are those

usually assoiated with strutural modeling: on the one hand, we get lear

eonomi interpretations of the model parameters, are able to ondut oun-

terfatual analysis, and make modeling assumptions that are transparent to

evaluate. On the other hand, we need to make distributional and funtional

form assumptions that potentially ould be relaxed in redued form work.

The largest bene�t in our view is that we an provide an answer to the

question that should be of primary interest: do government R&D support

shemes improve welfare? In this respet the losest paper to ours is perhaps

Bloom, Shankerman and van Reenen (2013) who alulate the soial rate of

return on R&D after arefully traking tehnologial spillovers and business

stealing e�ets from a �rm's R&D. We inlude all e�ets of a �rm's R&D
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that are not internalized by the �rm; the downside of our approah is that

we rely on theory and government subsidy deisions to infer these.

In our ounterfatual analysis, we start by following TTT (2015) and �rst

evaluate poliies at the national level. We alulate model outomes (R&D

deisions, subsidy rates when appliable, spillovers, welfare) for the existing

poliy in eah of the ountries. When then do two things: we replae the

existing poliy with an optimal national R&D tax redit, and then abolish

all government support (the laissez-faire senario). To provide a benhmark

against whih to ompare these poliies, we alulate two senarios for the

soial planner. In the �rst senario, the soial planner hooses the level of

R&D investment for all the �rms' R&D ideas (this we all the �rst best); in

the seond, the level of R&D investment is still deided by the soial planner,

but the �rm has a veto on whether the projet gets exeuted or not (seond

best). We go beyond TTT (2015) in two ways: First, we provide these oun-

terfatuals for three ountries. Seond, we analyze a European innovation

poliy. The di�erene to national poliies is that the (transnational, EU)

government takes into aount spillovers to other Member States. We use

the estimates of knowledge spillovers, generated using industr-level data on

patent itations, to alulate the degree of spillovers from a projet in in-

dustry i of ountry j to the other ountries in our data set. Taking these

international spillovers into aount means that there is a stronger inentive

to subsidize projets with positive spillovers ompared to the ase of the

government deision-maker only internalizing domesti spillovers.

In preview of our estimation results, we �nd that �rm harateristis

a�et marginal pro�tability of R&D (i.e., R&D investment), �xed osts of
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R&D (i.e., R&D partiipation), and appliation osts (i.e., the deision to

apply for support) di�erently in di�erent ountries. They impat less the

government's estimate of spillovers per euro of R&D (i.e., the subsidy rate

granted to the appliation).

Our ounterfatual analysis provides the following main results: First,

ativist poliies, and indeed, even the soially optimal poliies, do not no-

tieably inrease the R&D partiipation rate ompared to laissez-faire. This

suggests that, taking osts into aount, for a large part of the �rm popu-

lation, the R&D ideas they have are worth exploring neither from a private

nor from a soial point of view. Seond, while the ativist national poliies

generate substantially more R&D than the laissez-faire senario, they pro-

vide only very small inreases in national welfare, if any, ompared to the

laissez-faire ase of no government support. Third, the optimal tax redit

varies between 36% for Finland and round 50% for Belgium and Germany.

Fourth, the welfare gap between the soially optimal national poliies on the

one hand and ativist poliies and laissez-faire on the other hand is small,

of the order of a few perentage points. Fifth, when we study the e�ets of

EU wide innovation poliy, both the room for and the e�ieny of ativist

poliies is substantially inreased ompared to national poliies.

In the next setion, we brie�y explain the government support poliies in

plae in the ountries we study, using the Netherlands and Spain as points

of omparison. Setion 3 is devoted to an exposition of the TTT model,

building on Takalo, Tanayama and Toivanen (2015). There, we also explain

how we estimate the model parameters. Estimation results are presented

in setion 4 where we also display some desriptive statistis. We report
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the results of our ounterfatual analysis in setion 5 and o�er onluding

remarks in setion 6.

2 R&D support shemes

2.1 Shemes

It is an often overlooked fat that R&D subsidy shemes are uniform neither

aross ountries nor aross time. Simplifying, one an ategorize R&D sup-

port into targeted (e.g., subsidies) and untargeted (e.g. R&D tax inentives)

and/or national and loal. Targeted aid an either be available to all �rms,

or e.g. spei� industries an be hosen / emphasized. As an example, The

Netherlands had targeted subsidy shemes during our observation period,

where spei� industries were targeted.

3

Belgium has both targeted (subsi-

dies) and untargeted (tax inentives) support. Finland on the other hand

had mostly targeted funding, but within that form of aid, the share of fund-

ing hanneled to spei� industries and/or tehnologies has inreased over

time. Germany is similar to Finland in this respet and also in not having

an R&D tax inentive.

4

This heterogeneity in the institutional setting, both

aross ountries and aross time, naturally partly explains the observed het-

erogeneity in both how �rms behave and in how the agenies make deisions.

The Netherlands is a ase in point if one wants to illustrate that the way gov-

ernments aim to indue private setor R&D hanges over time. Aording to

Paher and Mohnen (2013a), �major shifts in the balane between these two

3

These have sine been disontinued.

4

Finland introdued and withdrew an R&D tax redit after our observation period.
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pillars ourred after the Duth general eletions in 2010. On the one hand,

the budget for generi R&D poliy instruments is inreasing steadily from

about ¿370 million to more than ¿1.7 billion in 2012. On the other hand,

spei� subsidy instruments have stagnated or have been ut bak, in parti-

ular after 2010. Aording to the Duth Ministry of Eonomi A�airs, one

of the main reasons for reduing the fous on diret R&D subsidy shemes is

that fat that they have failed to provide su�ient R&D �naning for SMEs

(EL&I, 2011)�.

We summarize the support poliies in plae in the ountries we study,

during our observation period. We inlude the Netherlands and Spain as

omparisons. Regarding R&D tax redits, one should note that in all those

ountries in the table that have them, they are of the form where �rms an

dedut soial seurity ontributions or similar wage-related expenses. What

this implies is that, ontrary to "pure" R&D tax redits, even �rms with no

taxable pro�ts will bene�t from these. In our model, we take this feature of

R&D tax redits expliitly into aount.

ADD TABLE 1 HERE

2.2 Desriptive evidene

Key starting points for our analysis are that 1) �rms are very heterogenous

with respet to their R&D investments; 2) there is a great deal of hetero-

geneity in how �rms utilize publi support to R&D; and 3) similarly there is

a large degree of heterogeneity in how muhy publi support a given projet

reeives. To demonstrate this heterogeneity, we display the desriptive statis-
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tis of our dependent variables in Table 2. Our main data soures in eah

ountry are the subsidy-granting ageny on the one hand, and national R&D

surveys and �rm registries administered by the national statistial agenies

on the other hand. We utilize data from 2000 onwards, with the atual years

varying from ountry to ountry. While for Belgium and Finland we ob-

serve all R&D subsidy appliations, for Germany we only have data on the

suessful ones.

ADD TABLE 2 HERE

Finnish �rms are more likely to apply for subsidies than Belgian and

German ones, but even in Finland, the probability of applying for a subsidy

in our data is less than 20% despite free government funds being available.

Thus, even if only those �rms that end up investing in R&D were to apply,

only one in three atually apply.

5

Clearly, one needs to understand the

seletion of �rms into applying for subsidies in order to understand the e�ets

of government support.

The probability of doing R&D varies from 40% in Belgium and Germany

to 50% in Finland for non-appliants. Appliants invest in R&D with a

higher probability: 73% in Finland, 89% in Belgium, and 100% in Germany.

This heterogeneity will be re�eted in our estimates later on.

Turning to the appliants we �nd that the suess rate in applying, i.e.,

the probability of obtaining a subsidy onditional on applying for one, is

lower in Finland than in Belgium even though the probability of applying is

5

And of ourse it is possible that a �rm that applies and gets rejeted ends up not

investing in R&D.
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higher.

6

Germany grants the highes subsidy rates (the perentage of R&D

reimbursed by the government). In Germany, already the median (suessful)

appliant gets 50% of osts reimbursed. The distribution of the subsidy rate

is quite disbursed in all ountries, as an be seen from Figure 1. For Belgium

the distribution is bimodal with one hump at zero (= rejeted appliations),

the other at 40%. There is however quite a bit of dispersion, with some �rms

obtaining subsidy rates as low as 20%, and other subsidy rates as high as 80%.

In Finland, there is a similar hump at zero, but otherwise the distribution is

quite distint from the Belgian one.

ADD FIGURE 1 HERE

The projet-level R&D investments are lowest in Finland; this di�erene

manifests itself throughout the distribution. Notie that we report and use

R&D investments that are aepted by the government ageny, "aepted"

meaning those osts that the �rm has announed and whih are eligible for

R&D support by the government.

7

The relationship between projet level

R&D investments and the subsidy rate is not monotoni as shown in Figure

2; neither is it lear that R&D investments are inreasing in the subsidy rate.

A simple explanation for this is that SMEs may reeive higher subsidy rates

than larger �rms.

6

Here, one should note that our German data is trunated as we only observe suessful

appliations. We know from other data soures that also in Germany, appliations do get

rejeted. Those data ome from spei� programs and do not allow us to extrapolate to

the data we use in this paper. We take this into aount in our eonometri model for

Germany.

7

All monetary amounts are in 2005 euros. We use Eurostat ountry-spei� onsumer

prie indies in de�ating. TTT (2013a) used R&D investments proposed by the �rm, and

TTT (2014) atual R&D investments. All these di�er, with proposed R&D investments

usually being the highest and atual the lowest. The aepted R&D osts are the only

measure of R&D investment that we have available in all ountries.
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ADD FIGURE 2 HERE

3 A strutural model of the R&D subsidy pro-

ess

3.1 The theoretial model

The model seeks to enompass what we see as the key deisions of the R&D

subsidy proess and builds on eah �rm having an idea for an R&D projet,

the quality of the whih varies. Ideas have two dimensions: How good they

are in generating pro�ts to the �rm, and how large spillovers the projet

generates per euro of R&D.

8

Firms maximize expeted disounted pro�ts

and have aess to potentially three types of government support: First, in

all ountries, to subsidies that are tailored to eah projet onditional on

the �rm applying for support. Seond, in some ountries (e.g. Finland and

Spain), to subsidized loans. The third form of support available in some

ountries (e.g. Belgium, the Netherlands and Spain) is R&D tax redits.

Any �rm onduting R&D is eligible for the latter type of support. In stage

zero of the game, the shoks determining the quality of the idea in the two

dimensions (denoted ǫ for the pro�tability, η for the spillovers), as well as

the shok to osts of applying for a subsidy (ν) are revealed. We expand

the TTT (2015) model to allow for simultaneous use of R&D tax redits and

R&D subsidies, in line with what is observed in our data. .

9

8

The urrent setion builds on and extends TTT (2015) and we refer the reader to that

paper for modeling details.

9

Some ountries, Finland in our ase, also give soft loans. Building on TTT (2015), we

onvert subsidized loans into equivalent units of support as subsidiesOur disussions with
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In the �rst stage, the �rm deides whether or not to apply for a subsidy.

The key assumption is that while the �rm knows the distribution of the

spillover shok η , it does not know the exat value of it. This assumption

generates, in line with our data (see Figure 1 and Table 2), outomes where a

�rm applies for a subsidy only to get turned down by the government ageny.

In the seond stage the government deides on the subsidy rate for a

projet if the �rm applied for a subsidy. The government ompletely inter-

nalizes �rm pro�ts, but in addition values spillovers and takes the opportunity

osts of government resoures into aount. We use the term "spillovers" to

apture all those e�ets of R&D that the government internalizes but the

�rm does not. This de�nition is wider than informational spillovers whih

is the one usually onsidered: ours inludes e.g. also negative e�ets on the

pro�ts of other (domesti) �rms (e.g. Bloom, Shankerman and van Reenen

2013), (domesti) onsumer surplus, and so on.

In the third stage the �rm negotiates funding with private setor �-

naniers. For simpliity, we assume that the �rm has not internal funds.

The set-up of the �nane part of the model follows Holmstrom and Tirole

(1997). The �rm has the hoie between the good (R&D) projet that su-

eeds with a known probability P ∈ (0, 1), and a bad projet that fails with

ertainty but generates large private bene�ts b > 0 per unit of investment

to the �rm. The �naniers have aess to a ostly monitoring tehnology

(with a ost that is proportional to R&D investment) that allows them to

Finnish ivil servants administering the subsidy program, and our Finnish data, suggest

that �rms almost always apply for subsidies, but may be granted a mixture of subsidies

and loans. The approah irumvents the (ageny) deision of whether to grant loans or

subsidies; we leave that question for future researh.
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ensure that the �rm hooses the good projet. We assume that �naniers are

ompetitive to the extent of making no (expeted) pro�ts. The result is that

they o�er funding to the �rm at a ost that allows them to monitor the �rm

and to (just) break even. After having found out the ost of �nane for the

projet the �rm �nally deides whether or not to exeute the projet, and if

so, at what level.

A �rm needs to inur both a variable ost R> 1 and a �xed ost F ≥ 0

to undertake an innovation projet in period four (unless otherwise indiated

all variables are projet spei�). Investing in the projet yields a veri�able

�nanial return equaling either zero in ase of failure, or

π = A
R1−γ − 1

1− γ
. (1)

In (1), Aγ
is a measure of the pro�tability of the projet, and it is a funtion of

the pro�tability shok ǫ, as will be made lear below. The adopted funtional

form nests pro�t funtions that are linear (γ = 0) and logarithmi (γ → 1; as

used by TTT 2013a) as speial ases. The γ parameter is important e.g. for

the muh studied additionality: for example, TTT (2013b) show that with

positive ost of �nane (ρ > 1; see below), there will neessarily be partial

rowding out if pro�ts are logarithmi in R&D.

The negotiations with the �nanier lead to the following objetive fun-

tion for the �rm:

10

10

We appeal to a law of large numbers type of argument by whih the �naniers with

large loan portfolios an o�set pro�ts from suessful projets against losses from unsu-

essful projets and therefore do not pay taxes. For details, see either TTT (2015).
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ΠE(R, s) = (1− τ)[PA
R1−γ − 1

1− γ
− (ρ− s(1− τw)− τw)R− ρF ]. (2)

where ρ is the marginal ost of funds for the �nanier, onsisting both of

the ost of raising funding and the ost of monitoring; τ is the orporate tax

rate, and τw is the R&D tax redit. We assume that the tax redit takes the

form it has e.g. in Belgium and the Netherlands as well as in Norway, i.e., as

a dedution of the R&D employment osts for whih the �rm is reimbursed

even if it generates no taxable pro�ts. This tax redit is rewarded on the

non-subsidized part of the R&D investment R. The optimal level of R&D is,

onditional on investment, then given by

R∗∗(s) := argmax
R≥0

ΠE(R, s) = [
α

ρ− s(1− τw)− τw
]
1

γ
(3)

where α = PA. For the �rm to exeute the projet, the pro�ts generated

by this investment have to satisfy the �rm's partiipation onstraint:

ΠE (R∗∗(s), s) =
α

1− γ

[
γ

(
α

ρ− s(1− τw)− τw

) 1−γ

γ

− 1

]
− ρF ≥ 0. (4)

Turning to the publi ageny, its objetive funtion for a given R&D

projet is given by

U (R(s), s) = vR (s) + ΠE (R(s), s) + ΠB − g[s(1− τw) + τw]R (s) (5)

14



where g > 1 is the onstant opportunity ost of the publi funds (whih is

the same for all projets). The �rst term on the right-hand side measures the

spillovers from the projet: v is the spillover rate, i.e., the spillovers per euro

of R&D. As is lear from the equation, we assume that spillovers are linear

in R&D. As the seond and third term on the right-hand side of equation (5)

show, the �rm's and investor's pro�ts enter the ageny's objetive funtion.

The last term measures the government's ost of R&D support. Maximizing

this funtion with respet to the subsidy rate s and assuming an interior

solution for the time being yields

s∗∗ := argmax
s∈R

U(R∗∗(s), s) =
v − ργ(g − 1)− τw[g − γ(g − 1)]

g − γ(g − 1)
. (6)

Given that there are �xed osts of R&D it may be that the interior solu-

tion is not the optimal one, but the goverment wants to give a higher subsidy

to indue the �rm to do R&D. The subsidy rate that just satis�es the �rm's

partiipation onstraint is given by

s̃ :=
1

1− τw
{ρ− τw − α

1

1−γ [
γ

α + ρ(1− γ)F
]

γ

1−γ } (7)

If the subsidy rate given by the interior optimum does not indue R&D

investment by the �rm, the government needs to deide whether to grant the

higher subsidy rate ŝ in order to indue investment. As this higher subsidy

rate entails higher osts to the government, it may or may not be optimal

from the government's point of view to grant the subsidy rate. Thus the
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possibility of helping a �rm to ross the partiipation threshold may lead to

higher or lower subsidy rates ompared to a �rm that is not at the threshold.

In period one the �rm has to deide whether or not to apply for a subsidy.

If the �rm does not apply, its pro�ts in period �ve are

ΠE
0 = max

{
0,ΠE (R∗∗ (0) , 0)

}
. (8)

The subsript 0 indiates that the �rm does not apply for a subsidy.

The right-hand side of equation (8) shows how the �rm has an option to

invest even without a subsidy: the investment is made only if the �rm's

partiipation onstraint (4) holds for s = 0.

The �rm's expeted pro�ts in ase it applies for a subsidy are given by

ΠE
1 = Ev

[
max

{
0,ΠE (R∗∗ (s∗) , s∗)

}]
−K, (9)

where the subsript 1 indiates that the �rm has applied for a subsidy.

The model has a unique Perfet Bayesian equilibrium where �rm �rm only

applies for a subsidy if its expeted disounted pro�ts from applying are

higher than from not applying; the government, given an appliation, grants

the subsidy rate that maximizes government utility; and the �rm exeutes

the projet at the pro�t maximizing level if an only if the ompetitive ost

of funding that solves the moral hazard problem yields (at the optimal level

of R&D) to non-negative expeted disounted pro�ts.
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3.2 Estimation of the model

The estimation proeeds in four steps:

1. Estimation of the R&D investment equation (3) (after taking logs):

this reveals how the observables shift the marginal return to R&D, and

the variane of the pro�t shok ǫ (see below).

2. Estimation of the R&D partiipation deision (4), utilizing the esti-

mated parameters from (3) : this reveals how the observables a�et

the �xed osts of R&D.

3. Estimation of the ageny subsidy rate deision (6): this equation reveals

how the observables a�et the spillover rate per euro of R&D, and the

variane of the spillover shok η.

4. Estimation of the �rm's appliation deision, utilizing equations (8) and

(9): this equation reveals how the observables shift the ost of applying

for subsidies, and the orrelation between the pro�t and appliation

ost shoks (ξ).

Throughout the estimations we use a third order polynomial in ln(age),

ln(emp) and sales/employee as our key explanatory variables. We add 10

industry dummies and year dummies to most spei�ations. As a measure

of the interest rate we use the annually measured market interest rate.

11

A

key identifying assumption that helps us deal with a sample seletion prob-

lem regarding the R&D investment equation is that the SME status of the

11

We perform robustness heks on this.
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�rm a�ets the subsidy rate, but none of the �rm's deisions diretly.

12

We

assume all shoks (ǫ, η, ν) to be (joint) normally distributed, and impose the

following restritions: σǫη = σην = σǫν0 = 0; ν = ξǫ+ν0; and σν0 = 1. Our

assumptions, in partiular the assumption σǫη = 0, and the assumption that

spillovers are linear in R&D, imply that spillovers (= vR (s, ǫ)) are a diret

funtion of the pro�tability shok ǫ, but spillovers per euro of R&D (v) are

unorrelated with the R&D pro�tability shok. We estimate the model using

a sequential pseudo-likelihood approah following the above steps. To obtain

standard errors, we bootstrap the whole estimation proedure.

13

The R&D investment equation is estimated using a sample seletion

model beause we only observe the R&D investment (plans) of the suessful

appliants. We �rst estimate a (redued form) probit where the dependent

variable takes the value one if we observe the projet level R&D of the �rm

and zero otherwise. We then estimate the R&D equation by taking natural

logs of equation (3) and speifying that PA = α = exp γ(XR′
βR + ǫ) =

expΦ(Xγ ′βγ)(XR′
βR + ǫ) where X

R
are the variables explained above, α

the assoiated parameter vetor and ǫ is the shok to the pro�tability of the

projet. We allow the parameter γ = Φ(Xγ ′βγ), where Φ is the df of the

standard normal,

14

to be �rm spei� by making it a funtion of observables.

The seond stage estimation equation then takes the form

lnRi = X
R

i

′
βR −

1

Φ(Xγ ′βγ)
ln(ρi − si(1− τiw)− τiw) + λMillsi + ǫi (10)

12

As an be seen from Table 1, SMEs are allowed higher maximum subsidies than non-

SMEs.

13

Bootstrapping the standard errors is on our to-do list. The reported standard errors

for the R&D partiipation and the appliation deisions are therefore biased.

14

In other words, we assume γ ∈ (0, 1).
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where we have added �rm subsripts i; Millsi is the Mills ratio estimated

in the �rst stage. Notie that given our assumptions, si is orthogonal to

ǫi, but the shok to appliation osts is potentially orrelated with ǫi. We

therefore need not instrument si, but employ a sample seletion model where

the �rst stage models the zero-one outome of a �rm obtaining a non-negative

subsidy rate.

15

For Belgium (where R&D tax redits are in plae) we deal

with the fat that many �rms who invest in R&D do not, despite being

eligible, apply for R&D tax redits, as follows: First, we ompute the value

of τiw whih the �rm would be eligible to, were it to laim R&D tax redits.

We then, using the auxiliary data (see Appendix) to estimate a probit where

the dependent variable takes value one if the �rm laims R&D tax redits,

and zero otherwise. Based on the estimated probability, we assign all Belgian

�rms to be in one of two ategories: either they laim or don't laim R&D

tax redits.

16

In the seond estimation step, the R&D partiipation equation is esti-

mated using simulated maximum likelihood beause the pro�t shok ǫ enters

the R&D partiipation equation (4) nonlinearly. Here we employ the esti-

mated values of the parameters for the �rm pro�t funtion from the R&D

investment equation, leaving only the parameters of the �xed osts to be

identi�ed. In other words, we insert P̂Am = α̂m = exp(XR′
β̂R + ǫm) into

(4), where ǫm is the simulated value of the pro�tability shok in simulation

round m. We assume that �xed osts of R&D are a deterministi funtion of

15

This �rst stage is redued form. The outome of it is determined by the �rm's appli-

ation deision and the ageny's subsidy rate deision, both estimated struturally.

16

Currently, we assign an exogenous probability to Belgian �rms to laim R&D tax

redit. Adding the above desribed estimation proedure is on our to-do list.
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observables: F = exp(XF

i

′
βF

) where X
F

i
are the observables a�eting �xed

osts and βF
is the assoiated vetor of parameters. By rearranging equation

(4) and taking logs we arrive at the estimation equation

I[0,∞)

(
ln

α̂i

1− γ̂i

[
γ̂i

(
α̂i

ρ− si

) 1−γ̂i
γ̂i

− 1

]
− ln ρ−X

F
i β

F

)
, (11)

where α̂i = exp(XR
i β̂

R + εmi). Estimation of this equation identi�es the

�xed ost parameters βF
. We draw M simulated shoks ǫm and average the

hoie probabilities over these draws that are then fed into the log-likelihood

funtion. We utilize the smoothing funtion proposed by MFadden (1989)

(see also Stern 1997).

Turning to the ageny subsidy rate deision, the spillovers per euro of

R&D are assumed to take the form vi = Z
′
i
βν + ηi , where Zi is the vetor

of observables that a�et the government deision, δ the assoiated vetor of

parameters and η is the spillover shok, unobserved to the �rm at the time

of making the appliation deision. This results in the following estimation

equation:

s∗∗i [g − γ̂i(g − 1)] = Z
′
i
βν − ρ ˆiγi(g − 1)− τwi[g − γ̂i(g − 1)] + ηi. (12)

To estimate the equation (12) we only use those observations (of applia-

tions to the ageny) where s∗∗i > ŝi and we hene know that the ageny dei-

sion is based on the interior solution.

17

The ageny deision rule is estimated

17

ŝi is alulated by plugging the estimated parameters from the R&D investment and

partiipation deisions into equation (7).
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by a two-limit Tobit for all other ountries but Germany. For Germany we

use a left-trunated, right-ensored Tobit beause we don't observe an appli-

ation if it is rejeted. The subsidy rate is a funtion of the same observables

as �rm pro�ts, and the SME dummy. A key identifying assumption is that

η and ǫ are unorrelated: for the ageny deision rule it implies that that it

is not subjet to seletion on unobservables.

Finally, the �rm deision to (not) apply for subsidies is also estimated us-

ing simulated maximum likelihood beause the pro�t and appliation shoks

enter nonlinearly both equation (8) giving expeted disounted pro�ts when

the �rm does not apply and equation (9) that gives the expeted disounted

pro�ts when the �rm applies for subsidies. In alulating the simulated prof-

its, we employ the estimated parameters from the R&D investment, R&D

partiipation, and ageny deision equations. The estimation neessitates

that we numerially integrate the expeted (disounted) pro�ts from apply-

ing (gross of appliation osts) for eah simulation and iteration round. We

parameterize the appliation osts to be funtions of the observables X
K

i
as

Ki = exp(XK

i

′βK+ξǫi+ν0i), and as explained above, allow the shok to them

(ν = ξǫ + ν0) to be orrelated with the shok to pro�tability of R&D (ǫ).

We simulate ǫ as we did in the R&D partiipation equation. Together, these

four equations identify all the strutural parameters of our model, inluding

those of governing the distribution of shoks.
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4 Data and estimation results

4.1 Data

To utilize as omparable data as possible aross ountries, we use data ol-

leted after 2000 in all ountries; the years for whih we have data vary from

ountry to ountry. In eah ountry, we have aess to the national R&D

survey data whih gives us information on whether or not the �rm invested

in R&D in a given year, and (sometimes together with other soures) on �rm

harateristis. The set of �rm harateristis that we an onsistently mea-

sure aross ountries is somewhat limited: we know the sales, the number

of employees and the age of eah �rm as well as the industry in whih it

operates. We de�ate all monetary amounts to be measured in 2005 euros.

The desriptive statistis of the explanatory variables an be found in

Table 3. German �rms are oldest irrespetive of whether we ondition on

subsidies or not; Finnish �rms are similarly youngest on average. The only

notable di�erene between appliants and non-appliants is in Finland where

they appliants are, at 13 years, younger on average than the non-appliants

(mean 17 years). German �rms are on average also the largest, with the

di�erene being partiulary notieable among the appliants (notie that

di�erenes in medians are muh smaller); Belgian non-appliants and Finnish

appliants are smallest. Notie that the proportion of SMEs is higher in

Germany than in either Belgium of Finland among non-appliants, and lowest

among appliants. Sales per employee are the lowest in Germany and highest

in Belgium with appliants having on average somewhat smaller sales per

employee. In addition to these variables, we inlude 10 industry dummies
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and year dummies in most regressions.

ADD TABLE 3 HERE

4.2 Estimation results

It turns out that our data supports the view that pro�ts are logarithmi in

R&D in all three ountries, i.e., that we an write equation (1) as

π = A lnR (13)

and onsequently also simplify all other equations.

18

4.2.1 R&D investment

We display the estimation results in the order of estimation and start with

the R&D investment equation.

19

We �nd that �rm age has a very similar

impat on R&D investment in Belgium and Finland; even in Germany the

impat is quite lose in that the di�erent polynomial terms have the same

signs as in and Finland, but absolute values are further apart.

20

Firm size in

ontrast has di�erential impats in Belgium where the �rst and third order

terms arry a positive and the seond order term a negative oe�ient; in

Finland and Germany the �rst and third order terms obtain positive and the

18

We estimated the R&D equation (10), but found for all ountries that the estimated

γ = 1. Imposing the simpler funtional form brings a major omputational saving.

19

We use a third order polynomial of the ontinuous �rm harateristis in the R&D

investment and subsidy rate equations. In the �xed ost of R&D equation we drop the

third order and in the appliation equation, with the exeption of Germany, both higher

order terms to aid omputation.

20

When omparing our results to those in the existing literature, one has to keep in

mind that we estimate projet level R&D investment.
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seond order term a negative oe�ient. Belgium and Germany share the

same oe�ient pattern for sales per employee, our proxy for produtivity,

whereas Finland has the opposite sign pattern. In Germany, �rms in the

more underdeveloped regions invest less in R&D, keeping everything else

onstant. Keep in mind that the interpretation of these oe�ients is that

they re�et how the variable in question a�ets the marginal pro�tability

of (log) R&D. Finally, the estimated variane of the pro�tability shok ǫ is

smaller in Germany than in either Belgium or Finland. This parameter is

important as it governs the that part of distribution from whih R&D ideas

are drawn whih determines whether a �rm invests in the �rst plae or not.

ADD TABLE 4 HERE

4.2.2 R&D partiipation deision

Turning then to the disrete deision to (not) invest in R&D, we �nd (see

Table 5) that �rm age a�ets �xed osts negatively in Belgium and Finland

but not in Germany. Firm size a�ets �xed osts di�erently in Belgium

and Finland as the �rst and seond order terms obtain oppositely signed

oe�ients. The same applies for sales per employee.

21

ADD TABLE 5 HERE

We display statistis on the estimated �xed osts in Table 6. Fixed osts

of R&D display onsiderable variation aross ountries, with Belgium having

very low �xed osts of R&D (mean 7 500¿), Finland being in the middle with

an average �xed ost of some 56 000¿, and Germany having learly higher

21

NOTE: we have not yet bootstrapped the estimation, so the reported s.e.'s are biased.
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�xed osts, with the mean being round 7 million euros. The distributions are

also quite di�erent, with Belgium and Germany having low varianes relative

to the mean, and Finland having a high variane. Thus for example at the

25th perentile, the Finnish �xed ost is lower than the Belgian, but at the

75th, it is six times larger. The level of �xed osts, and the variation aross

�rms will impat the R&D partiipation deision also in the ounterfatuals,

and of ourse also pro�tability onditional on investment.

ADD TABLE 6 HERE

4.2.3 The ageny's subsidy rate deision

The third deision we estimate is the governments subsidy rate deision.

Reall that the parameters relate to the spillovers per euro of R&D that a

projet generates. We an thus unover how a partiular government ageny

believes �rm harateristis to a�et spillovers. In Belgium, we �nd mostly

insigni�ant oe�ients; this may partly be explained by the relatively small

sample of 503 observations. It is however the ase that most �rm harater-

istis arry insigni�ant oe�ients also with the larger Finnish and German

samples. In Finland, we �nd that �rm size obtains a negative oe�ient

(and the third order term of the same variable a marginally signi�ant posi-

tive oe�ient). In Finland, we �nd that SME status inreases the subsidy

rate by a full 10 perentage points and that �rms that invested in R&D last

year obtain a subsidy rate that is 3 perentage points lower. In Germany,

size seems to have no statistially signi�ant impat, but sales per employee

a�ets the subsidy rate in a marginally signi�ant way negatively. Firms
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in supported regions (mostly former Eastern Germany) obtain 3 perentage

point higher subsidies, and SMEs almost 5 perentage points more. Notie

that in all ountries, the estimated variane of the spillover shok η is quite

low.

ADD TABLE 7 HERE

4.2.4 The �rms' appliation deision

The �nal equation to estimate is the �rm's deision to (not) apply for subsi-

dies. The reason this is estimated last is that we need the parameters iden-

ti�ed from the other equations to alulate the expeted disounted pro�ts

of the �rm. Using these allows us then to identify how �rm harateristis

a�et the osts of applying for subsidies. For this equation, we adopt a more

restrited spei�ation for Belgium and Finland for omputational reasons.

Firm age has a negative impat on appliation osts in Belgium and Finland,

and a nonlinear impat in Germany. Larger �rms have higher appliation

osts in the two smaller ountries. In Germany, the impat seems to ome

mostly through the third order term of the polynomial whih arries a nega-

tive oe�ient. Sales per employee a�ets appliation osts in all ountries,

but di�erently: In Belgium the impat is negative, in Finland positive, and

in Germany mostly positive. In Germany, where we also inlude the region

and past R&D dummies, we �nd both to derease appliation osts.

ADD TABLE 8 HERE

We display statistis on the (simulated) appliation osts in Table 9.
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ADD TABLE 9 HERE

5 Counterfatual analysis

5.1 Poliies

We utilize the strutural parameters of our model and our data to alulate

outomes in �ve poliy senarios:

1. the urrent R&D poliy

2. optimal R&D tax redits

3. laissez-faire

4. �rst-best

5. seond best.

6. EU-wide subsidy poliy.

The simulation is arried out ountry by ountry in the standard fashion

where the same simulated shoks are used in all poliy senarios. We simulate

the model 100 times.

22

In the �rst poliy senario we simulate the urrent

poliy.

The seond poliy senario involves two steps. First, we abolish both

existing R&D subsidies and (if they exist) R&D tax redits. We then alu-

late, using a grid searh, what the optimal R&D tax redit would be if we

22

For eah ountry, we draw simulated shoks from normal distributions governed by

the estimated parameters. We restrit the support of all shoks to [−10, 10].
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allowed the ageny to hoose the tax redit.

23

In other words, we keep the

objetive funtion of the government onstant ompared to the atual poliy,

but hange the tool from subsidies (possibly omplemented by tax redits)

to tax redits. In alulating the optimal R&D tax redit, we assume that

all R&D investing �rms would take advantage of it. While unrealisti in

light of what we know from e.g. Belgium, the Netherlands and Spain, this

assumption tilts the playing �eld in favor of the R&D tax redit as long as

�rms on average produe positive spillovers.

24

In the third poliy senario, we abolish all government support to private

R&D. Notie that this senario, like all the others, keeps onstant govern-

ment R&D expenditure in other setors of the eonomy, like universities and

government labs. This laissez-faire poliy senario is a natural benhmark to

the ativist senarios. By design, the optimal tax redit senario must yield

at least as muh welfare as laissez-faire as were it the ase that no stritly

positive R&D tax redit raised welfare from the no tax redit level, then the

optimal tax redit would be zero.

In the fourth and �fth senarios we give deision-making powers to the

government, assuming along the way that it has all the neessary informa-

tion. These senarios are meant to provide benhmarks for the �rst three.

The di�erene between the two is that in the �rst-best, the government im-

plements all projets at the level that maximizes welfare; in the seond, the

�rms get a veto in that they an prevent those projets from being exeuted

23

We numerially maximize equation (5). The optimal tax redit rates (τw) an be

found in Table 14. The support of our grid is [0, 1], and the stepsize is 0.01.
24

This is in line with our estimates. Obviously, were this not the ase, the optimal R&D

tax redit would be zero. Another ompliating fator would be if �rms selet into using

R&D tax redits as a funtion of the spillovers they generate; this however seems unlikely.
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that yield negative pro�ts.

The last poliy senario is one where we seek to take into aount the twin

fats that �rst, some fration of the spillovers generated by an R&D projet

�ow beyond national borders and are therefore negleted by a benevolent

soial planner maximizing the welfare of the ountry in question; and seond,

that the ountries we study are part of a supra-national organization, namely

the EU, that exists for the purpose of oordinating poliies. In the last poliy

senario we keep the poliy tool, R&D subsidies, unhanged, but hange the

utility funtion of the ageny to take into aount the spillovers that �ow to

other EU Member States. While in the estimations, we assume the ageny of

ountry c to ignore international knowledge spillovers, in this ounterfatual

we assume it internalizes the knowledge spillovers to other EU Member states.

Our measure of between-ountry spillovers is based on industry-spei�

patent itation �ows between ountries. For eah �rm (projet), we alulate

the ratio of patent itations emanating from other Member states to the

patent itations emanating from ountry c itself. This ratio measures how

important the international, within-EU knowledge �ows are ompared to the

national knowledge spillovers. Patent itations are a widely used measure of

knowledge spillovers (starting with Ja�e 1994; for international knowledge

spillovers, see e.g. Eaton and Kortum 1999). Admittedly this is a partial

measure as it ignores onsumer surplus, possible e�ets on pro�ts of rival

�rms, and other forms of spillovers. To take this into aount, we give a

weight (urrently 0.8) to knowledge spillovers as a fration of all spillovers.

Our exerise should be seen as a �rst attempt to ompare the impat of

national and supranational innovation poliies.
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As an be seen from Table 10, the spillovers are highest from Belgian

patents, where on average there are more than 4 itations from other EU

ountries for every Belgian itation. This high mean is however largely ex-

plained by one industry, as the quartile level values of Belgium are very lose

to Finland. German inventions are the least ited in other EU ountries rela-

tive to domesti itations. This at least partly re�ets the fat that Germany

is a muh larger ountry than either Belgium or Finland, and thus naturally

has more domesti itations.

ADD TABLE 10 HERE

It is possible that the laissez-faire poliy generates higher welfare than

the urrent poliy. One may ask how the �rst one is possible given that

we assume the government ageny optimizes subsidies. The answer is that

while this is true, in our model the government ageny optimizes onditional

on reeiving a proposal. This means that it does not take into aount the

e�ets of its poliy on the number, and hene also the osts of, applying for

subsidies.

A strength of our setting is arguably that we keep the utility funtion

of the ageny onstant and an therefore ompare the outomes in di�erent

poliy regimes also from the point of view of the poliy maker (the ageny). A

weakness, tied to this, is that we are unable to attah a unique interpretation

to ageny utility: the ageny deisions ould re�et those of a benevolent

soial planner, but plausibly also those of a government ageny operating

with inentives that are not in line with those of a benevolent soial planner.
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5.2 Results

The ounterfatuals produe a large number of potentially interesting out-

omes for eah poliy senario. We disuss those of key interest next. Almost

all outomes are expressed as projet (�rm) means, making them ompara-

ble aross ountries. For eah outome, we present averages over all �rms

whether or not they invest in R&D. These �gures allow a omparison aross

ountries and poliies as they take both the extensive margin (whether or not

to invest in R&D) and the intensive margin (how muh to invest, onditional

on investing) impats of the di�erent poliies into aount. For R&D invest-

ment, we also present means that ondition on investment as this allows a

omparison of how muh R&D those �rms do that invest in R&D. Finally,

in most table (R&D partiipation being the exeption) we alulate a ratio

for eah poliy, omparing them to the laissez-faire outome. These ratios

allow one to see how muh the ativist poliies - R&D subsidies and R&D

tax redits - hange things ompared to there being no government support.

They also allow one to see how muh room there is for ativist poliies by

showing how far apart laissez-faire and the �rst and seond best poliies are.

Poliy parameters. Table 11 shows some poliy parameters of inter-

est. The optimal R&D tax redit varies from 0.36 in Finland to round 0.5

in Germany and Belgium. Under the urrent R&D poliy, the probability to

apply for subsidies varies from very low (0.03, 0.04) in Germany and Belgium

to o.16 in Finland. Under the ounterfatual poliy of EU-wide subsidies, the

appliation probabilities inrease. The suess rate (i.e., the probability of

obtaining a subsidy, onditional on appliation) is high in all ountries under
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the urrent poliy, and would be learly lower under the EU poliy. The av-

erage subsidy rates are slightly below 0.5 under urrent poliy, and somewhat

lower under EU poliy. The latter is partly explained by the lower suess

rate, and also by the fat that the probability of getting large subsidies is

higher under the EU regime. Finally, we show the ost of eah regime, as

the out of poket - ost to the government per potential R&D projet. This

is a meaningful measure in that it inorporates the extensive and intensive

margins of the poliy, i.e., the hanges in both the probability of onduting

R&D, and the levels of R&D investment, onditional on investing, and also

does away with the need to adjust for the size of the ountry. Comparing

�rst the urrent regime's osts, we �nd that R&D subsidies ost most to the

Finnish government and least to the German government.

25

These di�er-

enes are partly explained by the di�erenes in the probability of applying

for and obtaining a subsidy. The optimal tax redit would generate osts

that are quite lose to those of the urrent poliy in Belgium and Finland,

but in Germany the osts would be drastially higher. Swithing from a na-

tional to an EU-level subsidy poliy would be ostly to all three ountries,

and more so in Belgium and Finland than in Germany. This is quite natural

given that the knowledge spillovers from Belgian and Finnish R&D are higher

than those from German R&D and thus the subsidies in the EU-regime are

higher in the two smaller ountries.

ADD TABLE 11 HERE

25

The Belgian �gures inlude the osts of the existing R&D tax redits.
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R&D investment. We start from R&D investment as that is going to be

driving many of the other outomes. There are two panels in Table 12: the

upper one shows the means onditional on R&D investment, and the lower

aross all observations. The rows orrespond to di�erent poliy regimes. As

an be seen from the upper panel of Table 12, R&D investment is, unsurpris-

ingly, lowest in the laissez-faire regime in all ountries, ranging from 100 000

euros or less on average/projet in Belgium to over a million euros in Ger-

many, onditional on R&D being positive. The �gures are naturally lower

one we average over all simulation rounds (see lower panel): these latter

numbers are useful for omparing the amount of R&D we would expet in a

given ountry (saling by the number of �rms) in a partiular poliy regime.

The ativist poliies indeed inrease average R&D, almost doubling R&D

in Belgium and leading to a roughly 50% inrease in Finland. While in

Belgium and Finland the R&D subsidy and the R&D tax redit regimes

lead to about same levels of R&D investment, there is a lear di�erene

between these regimes in Germany. In the urrent regime, German �rms

invest only maginally more than under laissez-faire, whereas the R&D tax

redit regime leads to an 80% inrease in R&D. The explanation for this is

the low probability with whih German �rms apply for subsidies.

One might wonder why the ounterfatual German R&D investments are

higher than those in Belgium whereas in the data the mean R&D investments

in these two ountries are omparable. The di�erent seletion into the R&D

investment estimation sample provides an explanation. In Belgium, the Mills

ratio obtained a positive and highly signi�ant oe�ient implying that the

projets that apply for subsidies have higher than average pro�tability shoks
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ǫ. For Germany, the Mills ratio obtained a small negative (and insigni�ant)

oe�ient, implying that the projets for whih R&D investment data is

available are, if anything, slightly smaller than average. If there was an

EU-wide subsidy poliy, it would inrease R&D substantially more than a

nationally oriented one in both Belgium and Finland, but would have a

rather marginal impat in Germany. This is quite in line with the di�erenes

in knowledge spillovers that the ountries generate.

ADD TABLE 12 HERE

R&D partiipation. Table 13 shows our ounterfatual results on R&D

partiipation. Reall that some poliy makers see the main role of poliy

as enabling �rms to start investing in R&D. Our results do not rhime with

this view at all as we �nd that the probability of R&D investment is only

marginally higher in the ativist poliy regimes, EU poliy inluded, than

in laissez-faire, if at all. Indeed, in all ountries the urrent poliy does

not indue any more �rms to engage in R&D than would be the ase under

laissez-faire. The R&D tax redit regime does only marginally better in this

regard. Another interesting feature is that the R&D partiipation rates of

laissez-faire and the two ativist poliies are very lose to the �rst best. They

are atually higher than the seond best partiipation rates.

26

This suggests

that for a large part of the �rms one would hope them not to engage in R&D

in a given year: the osts simply outweigh the bene�ts. This is the ase even

26

The explanation is that the soial planner would like to exeute some projets at a

level that makes them unpro�table, and therefore the �rms deline these projets. This

onerns a substantial fration of the projets that the soial planner would like to exeute

(1/3 in Belgium).
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when the spillovers are ompletely internalized (�rst best).

ADD TABLE 13 HERE

Pro�ts. Reall that pro�ts are a funtion of the R&D prodution tehnol-

ogy inluding the �xed osts, the osts of �nane, and the possible govern-

ment support. Also keep in mind that we are measuring expeted disounted

pro�ts, and display these per �rm independently of whether the �rm invests

or not (to inlude into the poliy omparison both the extensive and the

intensive margins). The �rst thing to ome out of Table 14 is pro�ts in Ger-

many are highest and in Belgium lowest independet of the poliy regime.

This was to be expeted given the muh larger ounterfatual R&D invest-

ments. The root ause of this di�erene is in the observables determing the

level of R&D investment rather than the estimated variane of the pro�tabil-

ity shok ǫ whih is larger in Belgium and Finland than in Germany. The

seond things that one observes is that ativist poliies inrease pro�ts by a

small margin - a few perentage points - ompared to how muh more R&D

they indue. Third, �rst- and seond-best pro�ts are lower than laissez-faire

pro�ts despite, or atually, beause of, substantially higher R&D. This makes

it lear that the soial planner wants to invest in R&D learly beyond the

point where marginal pro�ts are equal to marginal osts. This di�erene is

naturally explained mostly by the spillovers that the government takes into

aount.

ADD TABLE 14 HERE
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Spillovers. A key assumption of our model is that spillovers are projet

spei� and depend linearly on the amount of R&D invested. Therefore it is

not surprising to see in Table 15 that Belgian and Finnish �rms produe larger

spillovers than German �rms. Notie also that the ativist poliies generate

learly higher spillovers than laissez-faire, but muh smaller spillovers than

the �rst- and seond-best poliy senarios. More interesting is the �nding

that spillovers inrease by the same ratio as R&D for the optimal tax redit,

but more in the other poliy senarios. The explanation is twofold: on the one

hand, the optimal tax redit is untargeted, and every �rm and projet gets

it regardless of the spillovers (small, large, positive, negative) it generates.

On the other hand, the other poliy senarios (�rst- and seond-best, urrent

poliy) target R&D projets with large positive spillovers. It seems that the

German R&D subsidy (= urrent) poliy is the least e�etive in this regard

as R&D is inreased by ratio 1.02 (see Table 12; the respetive numbers for

Belgium and Finland are 1.79 and 1.53) and spillovers by ratio 1.03 (1.94,

1.66), i.e., only marginally more. A �nal thing to note is that the EU-level

subsidy poliy leads to a large inrease in spillovers in both Belgium and

Finland, but to a muh more modest inrease in Germany.

ADD TABLE 15 HERE

National welfare. Welfare is the sum of spillovers, pro�ts, and government

osts of support to private R&D. Our model builds on the assumption that

the national government internalizes all of these, but spillovers only to the

extent they stay within national borders. It is quite striking to see that the

gap between laissez-faire and the �rst best poliies is quite small, between 2
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(Finland) and 5 (Belgium) per ent. This is striking given the muh larger

di�erenes in the levels of R&D in these poliy senarios (really, �rst-best

R&D is 3-6 times higher than laissez-faire R&D). Given this very modest

upside, it is not a surprise that the ativist poliies only improve modestly,

by at most 2 per ent, on laissez-faire welfare. As to a omparison between

the ativist poliies, in Belgium they ahieve the same 1% inrease in welfare.

In Finland and Germany, R&D subsidies ahieve no improvement in welfare,

but R&D tax redits would deliver 1-2%. The EU-poliy delivers national

welfare that is omparable to the urrent regime. Regarding the EU-level

subsidy poliy, a better measure of welfare is the EU-level welfare as in the

above numbers, we inlude all the osts (they are assumed to be paid by the

government giving the subsidy), but not all the bene�ts.

ADD TABLE 16 HERE

EU-wide welfare. We then turn to hanging the ageny to be an EU-level

ageny. What this means is that in assessing spillovers, the ageny takes into

aount the spillovers that �ow from ountry c to all other EU Member states.

ADD TABLE 17 HERE

Table 17 summarize the EU-level welfare �gures for all poliies. The

�rst three olumns give EU-wide welfare per (potential) projet; the seond

three ompares the other poliies to laissez-faire just as before; and the last

three give the ratio of EU-level to national welfare. The �rst thing to note

is that adopting an EU-wide subsidy poliy inreases the distane between

laissez-faire and �rst (and seond) best. This suggests that while at the
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national level there was only modest room for welfare improvements, this is

not so at the supranational level. The reason is that now the poliy maker

internalizes the knowledge spillovers to other EU ountries. What is also

notieable is that both the urrent poliy and the (from a national point of

view) optimal R&D tax redit lead to bigger EU-level welfare improvements

than they did at the national level (the R&D subsidy regime in Germany

being the exeption). Again, the explanation emanates from spillovers: both

ativist poliies inreased R&D quite substantially, and those inreases in

R&D also inrease spillovers, but more so at the EU than at the national level.

The last row in the table give the EU-level welfare �gures and shows that

the EU-level poliy does substantially better in both Belgium and Finland

in terms of inreasing EU-level welfare than either national poliy; this is

however not true for Germany. Turning to the last three olumns of the

table one notes that the EU-level welfare is always higher than the national

one. For Germany, the di�erene is mostly marginal, 1-4%, but for Finland

more substantial and quite large for Belgium. These �gures niely map to

the di�erenes into the EU-level spillovers the R&D of the three ountries

produes.

6 Conlusions

The large literature on the e�ets of various forms of government support to

private R&D does not seek to answer the entral poliy question of whether

those poliies improve welfare or not. Also, there is little researh aiming
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to provide results that would be omparable aross ountries,

27

and even

less on the e�ets of supranational R&D poliies. This paper extends a new

modeling framework developed by TTT (2013a,b, 2015) to provide an answer

to the entral poliy question using data from 3 di�erent ountries (Belgiun,

Finland and Germany), to ompare how those ountries would faire under

alternative poliy regimes, and �nally, to provide a ounterfatual analysis

of what e�ets a supranational European R&D poliy would have.

We �nd that �xed osts of R&D at the projet level are mostly moderate

(Germany being the exeption); that �rms pereive the osts of applying for

subsidies to be high, partiularly in Finland and Germany; that optimal R&D

tax redits are low in omparison in Finland (0.36) and high in Belgium and

Germany (round 0.5). We �nd onsiderable heterogeneity aross ountries

in how �rm harateristis a�et R&D investment, R&D partiipation, R&D

subsidy rates, and appliation osts. We also �nd that there is onsiderable

variane in R&D pro�tability shoks, and more so in Belgium and Finland

than in Germany.

We ondut a number of ounterfatuals. Keeping �rst the exerises

within nation states, we �nd that while ativist poliies (optimal tax redits,

subsidies) inrease R&D substantially, they do not inrease R&D partii-

pation, and the amount of R&D they generate falls still learly below the

soially �rst (or seond) best. Pro�ts are more or less on par in the di�erent

poliy environments, and atually lower in �rst and seond best senarios

than under laissez-faire for some of the ountries. The large di�erenes in

27

Two exeptions are Bloom, Gri�th and van Reenen (2002) and Czarnitzki and Lopes

Bento (2013),
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R&D aross poliies generate large di�erenes in spillovers. In the end though

the interesting metri is expeted welfare. There we �nd that the room for

improvement (omparing laissez-faire to �rst best) at the national level is

quite narrow and that ativist poliies only narrow the gap by very little, if

at all. While ativist poliies - both those in plae during out observation

period, and the optimal tax redit we onsider as an alternative - inrease

the levels of R&D signi�antly, their ontribution to national welfare is so

small as to be within measurement error of our model.

At the EU-level the piture is muh more positive. The gap between wel-

fare produed under laissez-faire and �rst best is muh wider at the EU- level

than at the national level for Belgium and Finland, the reason being that at

the EU-level knowledge spillovers between Members states are internalized.

The ativist poliies that take within-EU knowledge spillovers into aount

improve EU-level welfare more than national poliies. What is more, the na-

tional poliies also have a bigger impat on EU level welfare than on national

welfare. Our results suggest that while at the national level ativist poliies

in the ountries we study have a large impat on R&D of those �rms that

reeive support, but little e�et on welfare, the e�ets of EU-level subsidies

would be learly larger.
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Table 1. Desription of R&D Support Poliies

Belgium/Flanders Finland Germany The Netherlands Spain

Subsidies YES YES YES YES YES

max subsidy rate (max SME) 0.7 (0.8) 0.6 (0.7) 0.7 0.7 0.6

themati/generi NO/YES YES/YES YES/YES YES/NO YES/YES

basi/applied YES/YES YES/YES YES/YES NO/YES YES/YES

soft loans NO YES NO NO YES

interest rate - - - 0

tax redits YES NO NO YES YES

only entral gov. YES YES YES YES NO

NOTES: in the ase of Flanders, "entral gov." refers to the Flemish (regional) government.

In the ase of "themati/generi"and basi/applied,

the X in the entry X/Y refers to whether there are themati grants and whether basi researh is supported;

the Y to whether there are generi (unsoliited) grants and whether applied researh is supported.

The poliies refer to those in plae during our observation period.
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Table 2. Desriptive Statistis - dependent variables

Belgium Finland Germany

variable mean sd p50 mean sd p50 mean sd p50

appliation 0.07 0.26 0 0.02 0.15 0

non-appliants

variable mean sd p50 mean sd p50 mean sd p50

RD 0.37 0.48 0.00 0.49 0.50 0.00 0.39 0.49 0.00

Nobs. 8205 19120 33808

appliants

variable mean sd p50 mean sd p50 mean sd p50

suess 0.83 0.31 1 0.62 0.49 1 - - -

subsidy rate 0.37 0.20 0.40 0.30 0.27 0.35 0.48 0.09 0.50

RD inv. 624 455 1 419 431 226 085 392 268 825 942 151 270 662 090 805 699 398 079

RD 0.89 0.31 1.00 0.73 0.44 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00

Nobs. 635 5718 1488

Years 2004, 2006, 2008 2000 - 2008 2000 - 20011
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Table 3. Desriptive Statistis - explanatory variables

Belgium Finland Germany

non-appliants

variable mean sd p50 mean sd p50 mean sd p50

SME 0.76 0.43 1.00 0.70 0.46 1.00 0.81 0.39 1.00

age 27.84 21.43 22.00 16.60 15.60 13.00 32.09 35.25 18.00

#empl. 89.83 221.70 28.00 105.14 254.71 33.00 302.50 1963.69 36.00

sales/empl. 0.55 0.88 0.20 0.26 0.38 0.14 0.16 0.18 0.11

region 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.17 0.37 0.00 0.35 0.48 0.00

interest 0.04 0.01 0.05 0.06 0.01 0.06 0.05 0.01 0.05

Nobs. 8205 19120 33808

appliants

variable mean sd p50 mean sd p50 mean sd p50

SME 0.65 0.48 1.00 0.74 0.44 1.00 0.58 0.49 1.00

age 27.83 26.43 20.00 12.56 13.20 9.00 31.95 38.99 15.00

#empl. 349 797 60 179 624 18 3 070 10 862 136

sales/empl. 0.38 0.62 0.20 0.21 0.35 0.11 0.17 0.14 0.13

region 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.20 0.40 0.00 0.34 0.47 0.00

interest 0.04 0.01 0.05 0.06 0.01 0.06 0.05 0.01 0.05

Nobs. 635 5718 1488

Years 2004, 2006, 2008 2000 - 2008 2000 - 20011
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Table 4 - R&D investment equation

Belgium Finland Germany

mills 2.4575** 2.5382*** -0.3175

(1.2162) (0.8411) (0.4493)

lnage 1.6143* 1.9944*** 0.3367

(0.9602) (0.6876) (0.3621)

lnage2 -1.0519** -1.0587*** -0.1751

(0.4585) (0.3352) (0.1550)

lnage3 0.1390** 0.1433*** 0.0218

(0.0595) (0.0449) (0.0186)

lnemp -1.0936** 0.7116*** 0.1613

(0.4523) (0.1153) (0.1758)

lnemp2 0.4229*** -0.1721*** 0.0026

(0.1131) (0.0620) (0.0305)

lnemp3 -0.0252*** 0.0202*** -0.0010

(0.0064) (0.0072) (0.0017)

salesemp 1.1875 -4.4970*** 1.3119

(1.2921) (1.2198) (1.0178)

salesemp2 -0.6689 7.6358*** -2.9115

(1.2820) (1.5646) (2.5136)

salesemp3 0.0587 -2.8391*** 1.8667

(0.2871) (0.5354) (1.6443)

Observations 526 3,516 1,488

Standard errors in parentheses,.

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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Table 4 'ed - R&D investment equation

Belgium Finland Germany

region - 0.1132 -0.3474***

(0.1112) (0.0777)

RD_past - 1.9111*** 0.0940

(0.4207) (0.3523)

Constant 5.6842** 3.7879** 10.9362***

(2.6363) (1.6209) (1.7615)

σǫ 1.3593*** 1.4741*** 1.0221***

(0.0419) (0.0176) (0.0187)

Observations 526 3,516 1,488

Standard errors in parentheses,.

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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Table 5 - R&D partiipation

Belgium Finland Germany

lnage -0.0858 -0.1970*

(0.2318) (0.1023)

lnage2 -0.1016** -0.0170 0.0463***

(0.0411) (0.0212) (0.0102)

lnemp -0.2590** 0.4783*** -0.0272***

(0.1233) (0.0411) (0.0058)

lnemp2 0.0600*** -0.0456***

(0.0150) (0.0064)

salesemp 0.2059 -1.9777*** 0.6381***

(0.2594) (0.2757) (0.0483)

salesemp2 -0.2405*** 1.2598***

(0.0807) (0.1553)

RD_past -3.4290*** -2.1560***

(0.0523) (0.0188)

year -0.6412*** 0.0120***

(0.0360) (0.0028)

year2 0.0511***

(0.0043)

Constant 11.0334*** 12.7819*** 16.0012***

(0.6849) (0.1467) (0.0381)

Observations 8,840 24,516 35,296

Standard errors in parentheses

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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Table 6 - Fixed ost of R&D

Belgium Finland Germany

mean 7 459 55 766 7 044 494

sd 8 086 113 457 5 121 868

p25 2 613 2 125 1 263 164

p50 5 108 6 204 9 836 349

p75 9 444 60 831 11 000 000

Notes: pi is the ithe perentile.

All �gures in 2005 euros.
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Table 7 - Subsidy rate

Belgium Finland Germany

lnage -0.0447 0.0390 -0.0039

(0.0906) (0.0374) (0.0247)

lnage2 0.0083 -0.0159 0.0059

(0.0359) (0.0165) (0.0095)

lnage3 0.0006 0.0020 -0.0010

(0.0044) (0.0022) (0.0011)

lnemp 0.0258 -0.0214*** -0.0225

(0.0403) (0.0061) (0.0149)

lnemp2 -0.0171 -0.0017 0.0018

(0.0109) (0.0019) (0.0029)

lnemp3 0.0015* 0.0003* -0.0000

(0.0008) (0.0002) (0.0002)

salesemp -0.0736 0.0251 -0.1366*

(0.1247) (0.0585) (0.0796)

salesemp2 0.0040 -0.1079 0.2190

(0.1301) (0.1022) (0.1966)

salesemp3 0.0071 0.0601 -0.1054

(0.0309) (0.0408) (0.1286)

Observations 503 3 516 1 488

Standard errors in parentheses.

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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Table 7 'ed - Subsidy rate

Belgium Finland Germany

region - 0.0066 0.0318***

(0.0066) (0.0050)

RD past - -0.0327*** -0.0123

(0.0071) (0.0080)

SME 0.0059 0.1004*** 0.0458***

(0.0342) (0.0115) (0.0095)

Constant 0.8559*** 0.7626*** 0.7190***

(0.0784) (0.0351) (0.0414)

ση 0.1808*** 0.1454*** 0.0799***

(0.0058) (0.0019) (0.0015)

Observations 503 3 516 1 488

Standard errors in parentheses.

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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Table 8 - Appliation ost estimation

Belgium Finland Germany

lnage -0.3156*** -0.1544*** -0.2678

(0.0615) (0.0177) (0.2011)

lnage2 0.1566**

(0.0756)

lnage3 -0.0205**

(0.0087)

lnemp 0.1807*** 0.2672*** -0.0784

(0.0376) (0.0078) (0.1141)

lnemp2 0.0265

(0.0214)

lnemp3 -0.0035***

(0.0012)

salesemp -0.1523* 0.2496*** 1.2007**

(0.0810) (0.0439) (0.6010)

salesemp2 -2.4879*

(1.4586)

salesemp3 2.0025**

(0.9039)

Observations 8,840 24,838 35,296

Standard errors in parentheses.

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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Table 8 'ed - Appliation ost estimation

Belgium Finland Germany

region -0.3822***

(0.0406)

rd_past -1.1039***

(0.1212)

Constant 13.2530*** 10.2690*** 14.9162***

(0.6228) (0.0578) (0.3601)

ξ 0.2106*** 0.5012*** 1.4828***

(0.0337) (0.0073) (0.0256)

σν0 1.5989*** 1.0843*** 1

(0.0743) (0.0206) -

Observations 8,840 24,838 35,296

Standard errors in parentheses.

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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Table 9 - Appliation ost

Belgium Finland Germany

mean 190469.6 62417.42 8 031 933

sd 69976.21 34274.69 5 029 581

min 34633 3716 135

p10 108669 25086.04 2475658
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Table 10 - Patent itation statistis

Belgium Finland Germany

mean 4.24 2.72 1.25

sd 5.02 1.11 0.11

p25 2.22 2.15 1.21

p50 2.78 2.50 1.26

p75 3.24 3.47 1.32

NOTES: the �gures are ratios of patent

itations from other EU-ountries to

the ountry in question.
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Table 11 - Poliy parameters

Belgium Finland Germany

τw 0.50 0.36 0.48

appliation mean 0.04 0.16 0.03

EU 0.06 0.2 0.05

suess mean 0.98 1 0.99

EU 0.59 0.75 0.5

subsidy rate mean 0.49 0.47 0.48

EU 0.41 0.45 0.3

ost subsidy 45 154 90 359 11 214

tax redit 49 683 84 479 326 240

EU 97 799 221 080 18 447

NOTE: the EU-rows refer to the EU-wide poliy,

others to national poliies.
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Table 12 - ounterfatual R&D investment

Belgium Finland Germany Belgium Finland Germany

Conditional on R&D > 0

euros ompared to laissez-faire

laissez-faire 71 614 208 012 1 186 258 1 1 1

�rst best 435 972 589 829 3 828 392 6.09 2.84 3.23

seond best 312 094 578 209 3 697 398 4.36 2.78 3.12

optimal R&D tax redit 135 326 312 770 2 128 832 1.89 1.5 1.79

R&D subsidies 128 297 318 446 1 198 561 1.79 1.53 1.01

EU R&D subsidies 193 123 468 540 1 206 219 2.7 2.25 1.02

Unonditional

laissez-faire 51 779 154 910 365 193 1 1 1

�rst best 317 136 424 810 1 182 154 6.12 2.74 3.24

seond best 184 428 394 286 1 117 439 3.56 2.55 3.06

optimal R&D tax redit 99 367 234 663 679 666 1.92 1.51 1.86

R&D subsidies 95 041 240 360 375 891 1.84 1.55 1.03

EU R&D subsidies 145 310 363 529 382 825 2.81 2.35 1.05

NOTES: the euro �gures are means over all simulation draws with R&D > 0 in the

upper panel, and over all simulation draws in the lower panel.
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Table 13 - ounterfatual: R&D partiipation

Belgium Finland Germany

laissez-faire 0.41 0.54 0.41

�rst best 0.44 0.56 0.43

seond best 0.28 0.5 0.41

optimal R&D tax redit 0.42 0.55 0.42

R&D subsidies 0.41 0.54 0.41

EU R&D subsidies 0.41 0.54 0.42

NOTES: the euro �gures are means over all simulation draws.
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Table 14 - ounterfatual: pro�ts

Belgium Finland Germany Belgium Finland Germany

euros ompared to laissez-faire

laissez-faire 755 955 2 370 133 3 740 595 1.00 1.00 1.00

�rst best 555 267 2 226 504 3 320 963 0.73 0.94 0.89

seond best 608 504 2 233 362 3 359 456 0.80 0.94 0.90

optimal R&D tax redit 791 193 2 438 281 3 976 099 1.05 1.03 1.06

R&D subsidies 781 542 2 425 798 3 743 342 1.03 1.02 1.00

EU R&D subsidies 811 869 2 534 694 3 740 595 1.07 1.07 1.00

NOTES: the euro �gures are means over all simulation draws.
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Table 15 - ounterfatual: Spillovers

Belgium Finland Germany Belgium Finland Germany

euros ompared to laissez-faire

laissez-faire 37 132 88 583 252 818 1.00 1.00 1.00

�rst best 275 907 285 094 850 968 7.43 3.22 3.37

seond best 143 497 254 720 799 782 3.86 2.88 3.16

optimal R&D tax redit 71 287 134 251 470 711 1.92 1.52 1.86

R&D subsidies 71 889 147 192 260 361 1.94 1.66 1.03

EU R&D subsidies 104 841 211 717 265 191 2.82 2.39 1.05

NOTES: the euro �gures are means over all simulation draws.
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Table 16 - ounterfatual: Welfare

Belgium Finland Germany Belgium Finland Germany

euros ompared to laissez-faire

laissez-faire 793 087 2 458 716 3 993 413 1.00 1.00 1.00

�rst best 831 174 2 511 598 4 171 931 1.05 1.02 1.04

seond best 752 001 2 488 082 4 159 239 0.95 1.01 1.04

optimal R&D tax redit 802 859 2 471 157 4 055 322 1.01 1.01 1.02

R&D subsidies 779 711 2 408 894 3 990 246 0.98 0.98 1.00

EU R&D subsidies 749 490 2 316 554 3 983 651 0.95 0.94 1.00

NOTES: the euro �gures are means over all simulation draws.
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Table 17 - ounterfatual: EU-level welfare

Belgium Finland Germany Belgium Finland Germany Belgium Finland Germany

euros ompared to laissez-faire ompared to national welfare

laissez-faire 892 202 2 613 557 4 043 933 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.12 1.06 1.01

�rst best 1 661 059 2 994 569 4 337 641 1.86 1.15 1.07 2.00 1.19 1.04

seond best 1 136 099 2 925 848 4 315 872 1.27 1.12 1.07 1.51 1.18 1.04

optimal R&D tax redit 993 307 2 705 803 4 149 347 1.11 1.04 1.03 1.24 1.09 1.02

R&D subsidies 975 169 2 720 686 4 042 235 1.09 1.04 1.00 1.22 1.10 1.01

EU R&D subsidies 1 054 608 2 881 554 4 036 841 1.18 1.10 1.00 1.32 1.16 1.01

NOTES: the euro �gures are means over all simulation draws.
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